
The Colorado Resiliency Project



The Colorado Resiliency Project is rooted in a collective drive to preserve, protect and 
promote what makes Colorado special to its 5 million residents, many visitors and the world 
at large. The project is connecting and engaging a diverse cross-section of Coloradans 
centered around the unifying theme of resiliency. 
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LOCAL 
GOVERNMENT

LOCAL BUSINESSES  
& AGRICULTURE

EXPERTS

LOCAL LEADERSLOCAL BUILDERS GENERAL PUBLIC
• Non-profits
• Faith-based 
   organizations
• Volunteers 

Map colors represent the depth of 
community engagement. The darker the 
green, the greater the engagement.

• Developers
• Planners 
• Utilities  

Engagement Tools:
• Online surveys (general public: n=450;  

government employees: n=146)
• Focus groups (n=59)
• Individual interviews (n=24)
• Expert interviews (n=9)
• #COresilient social media campaign  

(n=115 resiliency hero nominations)

Approach:

 Objectives:
• Increase awareness and understanding of 

what resiliency is, and how we can build our 
resiliency as individuals and communities 

• Understand community perceptions of local 
risks, vulnerabilities and priorities

• Uncover best practices, lessons learned and 
improvement ideas based on recent disasters

• Begin connecting community resiliency 
ambassadors

• Rally support and elicit pride among 
Coloradans for our resiliency 

Engagement Stakeholder Groups:



Engagement Tools:
• Online surveys (general public: n=450;  

government employees: n=146)
• Focus groups (n=59)
• Individual interviews (n=24)
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(n=115 resiliency hero nominations)

Engagement Stakeholder Groups:
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re·sil·iency
The ability of communities to rebound and adapt to or thrive amidst changing conditions - including 
economic hardships, disasters and changes in climate - and maintain quality of life, healthy growth, 
economic vitality, durable systems and conservation of resources for present and future generations. 

It’s human nature to focus on fixing the immediate aftermath of disruptive events such as the floods 
and fires we have experienced in Colorado in the past few years. People simply want things to 
return to normal, and not think about long-term implications and the possibility of future disasters 
and other hardships. 

However, whether we like it or not, we are always in one phase of disaster and associated hardship. 
We’re either preparing for it (or not), responding to it, or recovering from it:

What does it take for a 
community to be resilient? 

BEING INFORMED

FLEXIBILITY & 
ADAPTABILITY

STRONG, 
CONNECTED 
COMMUNITY

KNOWING YOUR 
ROLE

Our research identified 4 dimensions of resiliency:

The denial of existence of disasters is really our biggest threat.
Local leader, Fort Collins“



AN INFORMED COMMUNITY IS A 
RESILIENT COMMUNITY:
 » Disasters are a cycle, not a single point in time

As long as people continue to treat disasters and resiliency 
as one-time events, it will be difficult to have success with 
efforts that are aimed at mitigating and preparing.

 » There’s no place for a false sense of security 
It’s human nature to lose attention and forget about resiliency 
in times when disasters or hardships are not present.

 » Know your responsibility 
People not only need to understand how to protect their 
family, but also be aware of their responsibilities in the 
broader context of neighborhood and community.

 » Understand the rules 
People need to know beforehand that the regulations exist 
and why they are in place. They also need to know how the 
regulations will affect them.

 » Provide reliable information during and 
post-disaster or associated hardship 
People rely on the information available, which is not 
always dependable. We need to ensure access to accurate 
information so people can make informed decisions.

 » Enable sharing and learning 
Learn from others’ experiences and share best practices 
across Colorado communities.

Our research shows that people currently have a limited understanding of resiliency, 
focusing on the need to respond to events instead of being pro-active. People typically see 
resiliency as ‘the ability to bounce back quickly after disaster.’ 
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On a scale of 0-10, to what extent  
do you feel resilient? (N=450)

AN INFORMED COMMUNITY IS A 
RESILIENT COMMUNITY:

HAVING A STRONG COMMUNITY IS  
THE FIRST STEP TO BEING RESILIENT:

 » Create a culture of helping each other locally 
Neighborhood and community cooperation should be 
encouraged, so that helping each other becomes part of 
normal behavior.

 » Know your neighbors and where to go for help 
A priority for each individual is to recognize what help may be 
available to them, as well as how they can be helpful for others. 

 » Create plans and checklists on an 
individual level 
Households and businesses should have checklists to 
prepare, respond and recover.

 » Prioritize community gathering places and 
communication channels  
Gathering places, information sharing platforms and 
communication channels are crucial vehicles for physical 
and emotional belonging.

 » Include vulnerable populations from day one 
Any plan will fall short if it does not include the expertise 
of people with disabilities, low incomes or culturally unique 
immigrant populations with regards to their own needs.

 » Support unincorporated communities 
Across unincorporated and private lands where city and 
county have no stake, there’s a need for a community 
facilitator or convener within these communities to bring 
disparate entities together.

When it comes to resiliency, people typically refer to their community – how it was 
affected, how it came together. Coloradans perceive themselves to be more resilient 
individually than their community as a whole. Often there is an “us vs. them” mentality. 
Independence is highly valued, especially in rural and unincorporated communities where 
people are used to relying on themselves on a daily basis.
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COMMUNITIES NEED TO BE INVOLVED 
IN BUILDING A CULTURE OF RESILIENCY 
THAT’S TAILORED TO THEIR LOCAL 
SITUATION:
 » Capitalize on the power of the state to 

empower locals 
The state should empower local communities to lead their 
own recovery process.

 » Provide availability of help and resources 
with urgency 
The greater the ability for local businesses and everyday 
functions to bounce back after disaster or associated 
hardship, the more local communities will thrive. 

 » Don’t build barriers and limitations on 
recovery plans and funding 
There’s a need for more sustainable funding that is specific 
to local resiliency contexts, instead of seemingly arbitrary 
deadlines and regulations.

 » Remove red tape and bureaucracy 
While regulations and codes are in place for good reasons, 
sometimes they’re counterproductive. Temporary and 
strategic restriction lifts make help more readily available.

 » Legislation to empower communities 
Different communities have different needs in different 
situations. Legislation should be flexible and adaptable to 
community needs.

In Colorado, one size does not fit all. Colorado’s communities are as unique as our diverse 
geography. Every community has its own dynamics and local needs.

FLEXIBILITY AND ADAPTABILITY
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As Colorado is working toward a statewide resiliency 
framework, what do you see as the role of: 

 
 
 
in helping your community be more resilient? (N=450) 

 » The State is not a middleman 
The state needs to take a leadership position and be an 
Advocate on behalf of its citizens, not just processing 
requests and sending people from office to office.

 » The Advocate can wear many hats 
Depending on each situation and local community needs, 
the state can play various roles: from Advisor, to Educator, 
Facilitator, Regulator or Service Provider.

 » Respond rapidly and with people 
As soon as disaster or associated hardship hits, there will be 
a need for help, answers and guidance. The state should be 
that go-to entity. As an Advocate, the state should enable 
and empower locals to make their own decisions.

 » Coordinate sharing and planning 
As the institution overseeing all communities, the state is in 
the position to coordinate information sharing and planning 
between cities and counties, and create standardized 
response plans based on lessons learned that can be tailored 
to local needs.

From the perspective of locals, the state is often seen as an extension of the federal 
government. They would like to see the state as being more on their side and acting as an 
advocate for them, thoroughly understanding and supporting their needs.
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“

“

When asked what people fear most, often it’s not the actual  
disasters but people’s attitude toward them:

Forging into the future, it’s inevitable that disasters and associated hardships, both natural 
and manmade, will continue to strike Colorado. Drought, floods and fires are just a few of the 
threats that pose real risks to our communities and our way of life. While we may have little 
ability to influence these occurrences, we have an enormous opportunity to positively impact 
our state’s resiliency before Colorado’s next threat impacts our lives and communities. 
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Most mentioned fears in this regard are:
 » Losing attention / sense of urgency

 » Short-term thinking 

 » Not being informed or educated 

 » Having a false sense of security 

 » Not learning from previous experiences

 » Ill-preparation

People trust that the government will take care of 
everything. We are so used to safety regulations from 
traffic lights to children’s toys that we have a false 
sense of security.
Local leader, Colorado Springs

There’s a fundamental lack of understanding about the 
fact that we’re always in one phase of disaster.
Emergency Manager, Fort Collins



(N=596)
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Perceived Risks per Region:

 Drought

 Flood

 Landslide

 Tornado

 Wildfire

 Winter Storm

 

 

Some other threats that 
were mentioned are:
 » Cybersecurity

 » Systemic failure of the 
national and/or international 
financial system

 » Volatility of the energy market

 » Wind storms

 » Hazardous materials transport

 » Terrorism

 » Long-term economic stability

 » Housing affordability

 » Dust devils

Which of the following disasters and associated 
hardships are you personally most worried about in 
your community? (N=450)
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?  » Keep resiliency top of mind

 » Build redundancies in systems (specifically utilities)

 » Learn from past experiences and apply learnings where applicable

 » Create preparedness plans and checklists

 » Provide emotional support in times of hardship or disaster  
(extend acts of kindness)

 » Identify a go-to resiliency point person for your institution

 » Consider the needs of vulnerable populations within your institution and 
the community at large

 » Assess the availability and durability of your communication channels

 » Keep resiliency top of mind

 » Create a plan and checklist

 » Know your neighbors

 » Know your role and individual responsibilities

 » Be an involved community member

 » Don’t be lulled into a false sense of security

 » Examine your insurance policy to understand coverage

 » Assess the availability and durability of your communication channels

 » If you have special circumstances (e.g. disability, English as a second 
language) – consider ahead of time how you will communicate your needs 
and what special considerations may impact your resiliency

AS A COMMUNITY INSTITUTION: 
(e.g. business, non-profit, faith-based organization)

AS A COLORADAN:



ALI KENNEDY • AMY E HARDY • ANDI O’CONOR • ARNIE METZGER • 
ATONEMENT LUTHERAN CHURCH IN BOULDER • BEAR CREEK DENTAL • 
BEN LOVEJOY • CAROL EKARIUS • CAROL PARR • CHAD HUME • CHRIS 
MOODY • CONNIE BURKHART • CRYSTAL WHITE • CSSP S-W CRT • CSSP SW 
CRISIS TEAM • DAVE CARLSON • DAVE OSBORN • DAVID MANS • DEIRDRE 
DALY • DR. CATHERINE CAVENDER • EARL J. FAWCETT • FRANCINE S. • 
GORDON GILSTRAP • GRAY CURRIER • GREG OVERTON • JAMES THOMPSON 
• JASON, LENA AND HAZEL SERVETAR • JAVAYNE JENKINS • JEN EGBERT • 
JENNIFER O`BRIEN • JEREMY MATSEN AND ED KEEN • JIM TERRELL • JODI 
RIST • JOHN ROSTYKUS • JOHN TESTAMENT • JOHNNY • JON ASHTON • 
JONATHAN • JONATHAN & JULIETTE • JOYCE SCHROEDER •  AND BRUCE 
HONEYMAN • JOYCELYN FANKHOUSER • JT SHAVER • KAEL DAVIS • KATHLEEN 
SPRING • KEITH SHEAFFER • KENNETH CLARK • LARKIN CAREY • LARKIN 
CAREY LAURA LEVY • LYONS COMMUNITY FOUNDATION • LYONS SHERIFF, 
FIREMEN, PUBLIC WORKS, MAYOR, ADMINISTRATOR • MARISA MILISIC • 
MARSHA HOBERT • MARTINEZ • MARY HURON HUNTER • MARY MYERS • 
MATT B. • MAYOR JULIE VAN DOMELEN • MAYOR TARA SCHOEDINGER • 
MEGHAN DUNN AND RICKY MUNOZ • MICHAEL C. WILLIAMS • MIKE CHARD 
• MT. HOPE PRESCHOOL • NICK ANGELO AND CANDACE SHEPARD • NINA 
ANDALORO • NOLAN • PEGGY DYER • PHAMALY THEATRE COMPANY • 
RAINBOW SHULTZ & ADAM BURRELL • REBECCA “SISTAH CISTERN” 
LAWRENCE • REBECCA LAWRENCE • REP. JONATHAN SINGER • ROB AND 
SANDY GREATHOUSE • ROBERT MUIR • ROOKS METZ • RYAN MARCH • 
SARAH PORRO LTRG • SCOTT & ERIKA ARCHER • SERVE 6.8 • SKY VANHORN 
• STEVE BOSELLI • STEVE DONNALD • STEVE HULL • SUSAN PAINTER • 
SUZANNA SIMPSON • SUZANNE BASSINGER • TARA SCHOEDINGER • TARA 
SCHOEDINGER • THE CHILDREN OF LYONS • THE COLORADO SPIRIT CRISIS 
COUNSELING TEAMS • THE DOG SPOT • THE MUDSLINGERS • THE TOWN 
OF HOLLY COLORADO • THOMAS H EMERSON • TODD HARTMAN • TONY 
ALVARADO • TONY FINK • TONY STEWART • VAN HORN • WENDY HAYDEN
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Phamaly Theater Company has been a life changer for all of us actors with disabilities. 
We are each other’s safety nets. When one of us falls (either literally or figuratively) the rest are 
there to help get us back on our wheels, feet, etc. Phamaly empowers people with disabilities to 
become more than their diagnoses.

David was at the front lines during the flood helping people get meds, get to safety 
and keeping them calm. He communicated news and checked on those that might be 
in trouble. All through the disaster, he was the stable one even though he had lost a 
rental property, had a severely damaged home and was looking out for his family.

From the very first moment of the landslide that 
preceded the flood and killed one of our residents, 
Tara mobilized Jamestown’s first responders, called 
the Sheriff’s department to get the reverse 911 calls 
going, and has not stopped working tirelessly to help 
our town and its citizens since that terrible night and 
the days following.

The Town of Holly Colorado was hit hard by a strong 
tornado a few years ago and bounced back with a top-notch 
school system and businesses there for its people.

       On the morning of Sep 12, 20% of our  
       kids lost their homes and another 
60% were displaced for 3 months. We started school in a borrowed 
building and stayed there for 3 months. With all the adversity 
and suffering at many levels they persevered. The children of 
Lyons taught the adults the meaning of resiliency. 

THIS REPRESENTS A SMALL SAMPLING OF THE 100+ COLORADO HEROES 
THAT HAVE BEEN NOMINATED FOR THEIR OUTSTANDING RESILIENCY.



www.ColoradoUnited.com
Gov_ColoradoRecoveryOffice@state.co.us


